
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

EDUCATION

Grand Canyon University
BA in Graphic Design and 
Advertising 2019-2022

ABOUT

I am a 22 year old Graphic Design and Advertising Major at Grand Canyon 
University, originally from and currently residing in Lake Forest, California. I am a 
passionate and hardworking individual who has always had a knack for creating 
and designing my whole life. I am profficient in a wide range of Adobe products, 
and I enjoy watching new projects come alive from start to finish. I have loved 
every minute of being a graphic designer, and I can’t wait to learn more in the 
field and take on my next chapter in the graphic design industry.

EXPERIENCE

Graphic Design (2019-PRESENT)
I am sufficient in most Adobe products, specializing in Photoshop and Illustrator. 
I have created a broad range of projects over the last 4 years, ranging from 
In-house, packaging, rebranding campaigns, to logo designs, and tradeshow 
booths. I designed album covers for a local worship band, made advertisements 
and merchandise for spotify artist Cam Jones, and many more.

Marko Fusion Cuisine (2020-PRESENT)
At Marko Fusion Cuisine, I have done everything from food preparation, 
decoration/setting up events, food service, pickup/delivery, dishes, and more. 
We have served up to 600 people at certain events with limited staff, so I have 
always had to maintain a strong composure and ensure that every customer and 
employee’s needs are always met. I gained valuable life and work skills, such as 
problem-solving skills, overcoming stressful situations, and serving large groups 
of people at once.

Ralph’s (2018-2021)
At Ralph’s, I was a grocery store clerk and bagger, eventually promoted to the 
head of the produce department. At this establishment I learned to always put 
the customer first, and do everything you can to make their shopping experience 
more enjoyable, even if it means going the extra mile. Here, I gained valuable 
life and work skills, such as leadership skills, people skills, hardwork, and 
punctuality.

SKILLS

Determination

Personability

Communication

Responsibility

Creativity

Hardwork

Patience

Teamwork

Loyalty

Passion

REFERENCES

Paul Lopez | Ralph’s Store Manager | (949) 633-5909

Marcos Alver | Marko Fusion Cuisine Manager | (626) 409-6135

PROFICIENCIES 

       Adobe Photoshop

       Adobe Illustrator

       Adobe InDesign

       Adobe XD

       Microsoft PowerPoint

CONTACT

austincampbell2

@austincampbell246

(949) 892-0044


